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A Complete Noise- and
Scattering-Parameters Test-Set

Marco Garelli, Member, IEEE, Andrea Ferrero, Senior Member, IEEE, and Serena Bonino

Abstract—We present an innovative test-set based on a mi-
crowave tuner, a vector network analyzer and a -factor receiver
capable of extracting the noise and the scattering parameters of a
two-port device. To the authors’ knowledge, the presented test-set
is the first noise system that avoids the use of any microwave switch
in the noise measurement branches. A set of reflectometers and a
novel calibration scheme are used to measure the tuner’s loss and

-parameters in real time without any tuner precharacterization.

Index Terms—Amplifier measurement, multiport scattering cal-
ibration, noise figure, noise parameters, scattering calibration, un-
known thru.

I. INTRODUCTION

T HE ACCURATE measurement of amplifier and transistor
noise parameters, i.e., the minimum noise temperature

, the optimum source reflection coefficient , and the
noise resistance [1] is a challenging problem due to the
multitude of terms affecting the results.

The knowledge of the device-under-test (DUT) scattering
parameters, as well as the source reflection coefficients, are
fundamental to estimate the proper input/output noise levels
and were typically obtained by a vector network analyzer
(VNA) connected to the DUT and tuner ports in different
ways by electromechanical switches [2]–[6]. However, the use
of microwave switches reduces the overall accuracy both by
adding extra losses and by introducing a repeatability error.

Since the calibrated noise source sets the reference noise tem-
peratures, the losses up to the DUT input should be measured
and deembedded [7]. This step is also required during the noise
receiver calibration.

Simpler systems use the VNA to independently precharac-
terize the source tuner losses, thus a tradeoff between speed and
characterization points has to be made. Furthermore, the mea-
surement is affected by the tuner mechanical repeatability [8],
[9].

In this paper, we present an innovative test-set based on the
-factor method, which avoids electromechanical switches in

the main path, measures the tuner and DUT -parameters in
real time, and carefully estimates the connection losses up to the
DUT reference planes with an innovative vectorial noise scat-
tering calibration. Moreover, we do not assume the equivalence
of the cold and hot noise source reflection coefficients in the
computation [10].
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II. SYSTEM DESCRIPTION

The measurement system is drawn in Fig. 1 on the following
page. Its complexity arises from the need to measure the DUT

-parameters and the losses between the noise source and the
DUT input.

The three reflectometers R1, R2, and R3 are used in turn to
sample the incident and reflected waves at the DUT ports (planes
P1 and P2) and at the external ports (P3 and P4). Four direc-
tional couplers (C1, C2, C3, and C4) feed the system with the
RF excitation signal through the single-pole four-throw (SP4T)
switch SW2. The VNA then measures the six outputs of the re-
flectometers by means of the single-pole six-throw (SP6T) p-i-n
diode switch SW1, all referenced to the same signal. Finally, a
microwave passive tuner is used to synthesize different source
reflection coefficients at the DUT input port (plane P1).

During the DUT scattering parameters measurement only re-
flectometers R1 and R2 are used, being the RF drive signal sent
through C1 or C2, as seen in Fig. 2.

The tuner section -matrix from plane P3 (noise source) to
plane P1 (DUT input) is measured by the R3 and R1 reflectome-
ters with signal drive through couplers C3 or C1 (Fig. 3).

The noise capability is based on the -factor measurement
technique. The calibrated noise source is regularly switched on
(hot state) and off (cold state). It generates known noise powers
into the tuner section, which reach the DUT input port at P1,
but are affected by attenuation and thermal noise along the path
(Fig. 4).

Since the tuner section losses can be measured for each tuner
position by its -matrix, the noise powers incident into the DUT
input port can be accurately computed, based on the noise source
excess noise ratio (ENR) table.

The DUT output noise power is amplified by a high-gain low-
noise amplifier (LNA) and fed to the -factor receiver built by a
spectrum analyzer that measures the hot and cold average noise
levels.

III. SCATTERING PARAMETERS CAPABILITY

The test-set is a multiport environment with three main ports:
P1, P2, and P3. The fourth port (P4) is used during the scat-
tering parameter calibration, but not used in the scattering and
noise measurements. As will be clarified, the calibration takes
advantage of this auxiliary port to improve the measurement ac-
curacy of the tuner section losses.

A. Calibration Model

Each port is uniquely associated with its
own set of error coefficients that link the sampled waves from

0018-9480/$25.00 © 2009 IEEE
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Fig. 1. Proposed noise- and scattering-parameters test-set. The VNA is an Anritsu MS4623B, the noise source is a Noise/COM NC346B, and the spectrum
analyzer is an HP8563E.

Fig. 2. Main signal paths for the DUT �-parameters measurement. The
schematic is a reduction of Fig. 1; for clarity, unused connections are not
drawn.

Fig. 3. Main signal paths for the tuner section measurement. The schematic is
a reduction of Fig. 1; for clarity, unused connections are not drawn.

Fig. 4. Main signal paths for the DUT noise parameters measurement. The
schematic is a reduction of Fig. 1; for clarity, unused connections are not drawn.

the reflectometers to the actual incident and reflected waves at
the port plane (as in [11, eq. (1)])

(1)

where and are the actual and measured incident waves at
port and are the actual and measured reflected waves,
and in the following, we will use the th port error coefficients
organized in the error matrix:

(2)

Being that this error model a generalization of the eight-term
error model, it is well known that in a -port VNA without
leakage, the error terms are since one term is free [12].
Our choice is to normalize all the error coefficients by .

Thus, the scattering parameter calibration involves 15 terms,
and it is performed in three steps: the first two solve for seven
unknowns each, and the last one computes the remaining term.

Step One. A two-port calibration1 is made at planes P1 and
P2 (Fig. 5).

The calibration computes the and error ma-
trices as

(3)

so seven error coefficients and and
and are determined.

Step Two. A second two-port calibration is performed at
planes P3 and P4 (Fig. 6) with a thru device between P1 and P2.

This calibration computes the and error ma-
trices

(4)

In this case, and are not consistent with
and due to the different normalization term

(5)

The linking coefficient is still unknown.

1Multiline thru-reflect-line (TRL) [13] is preferred, but any two-port calibra-
tion is feasible, like short-open-load-thru (SOLT), TRL [14], line-reflect-match
(LRM) [15] or short-open-load-reciprocal (SOLR) [16].
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Fig. 5. Calibration at Ports 1 and 2. The schematic is a reduction of Fig. 1; for clarity, unused connections are not drawn.

Fig. 6. Calibration at Ports 3 and 4. The schematic is a reduction of Fig. 1; for clarity, unused connections are not drawn.

Actually, a two-port calibration could be avoided in this
step since it was anticipated that the P4 error coefficients are
not used. A one-port short-open-load calibration could be
performed as well at P3, giving , as well-established in
load–pull techniques [17].

In this case, the P3 error coefficients would be affected by
the greater uncertainties in the one-port standards definitions.
The P1–P3 scattering parameters accuracy is paramount for the
noise measurements, thus the system uses P4 as dummy port for
an accurate two-port calibration such as the multiline TRL.

Step Three. The tuner section -matrix from plane P3 to P1
is measured, and the P3 error coefficients are linked to the P1–P2
ones by a procedure similar to an unknown thru calibration [16].
The hardware model is sketched in Fig. 7, where two fictitious
calibration planes (P5 and P6) represent the microwave tuner
input and output ports.

The tuner alone is defined by the following transmission ma-
trix:

(6)

Fig. 7. Calibration at Ports 1 and 3. The schematic is a reduction of Fig. 1; for
clarity, unused connections are not drawn.

whereas two fictitious error matrices link the waves at the tuner
ports with the measured quantities

(7)
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being the measured waves

(8)

(9)

From (6) and (7), the measured transmission matrix

(10)

is expressed as

(11)

where is a 2 2 permutation matrix. This is analog

to [16, eq. (4)], but in our case, and contain more than
one unknown term, and thus, no solution can be found.

The calibration problem is solved by referencing the un-
known error coefficients to the ones previously determined at
P1 and P3, thus leading to an equation where only a single
term has to be determined. We define two transmission
matrices from plane P6 to P1, and from P3 to P5

(12)

represents the cascade of R1, C3, and C4, while the cas-
cade of C1 and R3, which are all passive reciprocal devices.

In this way, from the error matrix definition (2), (7)–(9), and
(12), and can be computed as

(13)

(14)

and (11) is rewritten as

(15)

Finally, is computed from the determinant of ,
being the determinants of , , and unitary due to reci-
procity

(16)

and the sign ambiguity is solved by a prior knowledge of the
electrical delay from plane P3 to P1. It is interesting to note that
this step requires no additional standard connection.

B. Scattering Parameter Measurement

After completing all the calibration steps, it is possible to per-
form calibrated two-port measurement between the following.

• P1 and P2: the DUT -parameters are measured by sam-
pling the four readings and for two
different source drive signals (through couplers C1 and C2,
respectively). The DUT -matrix can be computed as

(17)

with

(18)

(19)

being the measured waves organized as

(20)

(21)

where the prime and double prime refer to the first and
second RF source drive.

• P1 and P3: the -parameters of the tuner section are com-
puted from and read in turn with the
RF source driving in coupler C1 and C3. The same equa-
tions like (17)–(21) hold in this case: subscript 2 should be
substituted with 3.

Several one-port reflection coefficients are also easily com-
puted. When the RF drive is through C3, the noise source reflec-
tion coefficient at P3 and the source reflection coefficient
at plane P1 are calculated as

(22)

(23)

The DUT output reflection coefficient can be measured
driving from coupler C2 as

(24)

Finally, the noise receiver input reflection coefficient, refer-
enced to plane P2, is calculated as

(25)

with a thru or low-loss device connected between P1 and P2 and
RF drive through coupler C4.

IV. SYSTEM DESCRIPTION—NOISE PARAMETERS CAPABILITY

The presented system is based on an extension of the -factor
technique, which computes the reading as the ratio of hot

and cold received noise powers

(26)
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Fig. 8. Noise receiver calibration.

Since both powers depend on the receiver’s gain, the gain in-
stability effect is virtually eliminated, thus allowing us to use a
commercial spectrum analyzer in place of more stable hardware.
Moreover, we can adjust, for each measurement, the spectrum
analyzer’s IF gain in order to operate the logarithmic detector
in its most linear range.

The receiver and DUT added noise are modeled by -param-
eters, which were introduced in [18] and are of straightforward
use with the noise-wave and scattering parameters formalism.
Moreover, their computation is numerically stable [19]. A sim-
ilar approach has recently been published in [20].

A. Noise Receiver Calibration Model

The noise receiver model is sketched in Fig. 8.
The receiver calibrated reference plane must be set at plane

P2, i.e., directly at the DUT output. A thru or low-loss passive
device is connected in place of the DUT.

In this way, the receiver is connected to an equivalent one-port
source at P2. The source noise temperature depends on
the th tuner position ( , being ) and on
the noise source state (hot or cold ).
is obtained from the P3–P2 section available gain as (see
Fig. 8)

(27)

(28)

where is the P3–P2 section’s temperature, supposed uni-
form, and are the noise head reflection coefficient
and noise temperature, respectively. is known either from
the ENR table (hot state) or from the physical temperature (cold
state) [21]. is measured using (22). The P3–P2 scattering
parameters and are computed by cascading
the P3–P1 section and P1–P2 section measured scattering ma-
trices from (17).

It is well known that the total measured noise power contains
a contribution from the input termination, and one due to the
receiver added noise

(29)

where and are the receiver’s bandwidth, gain,
and input reflection coefficient, respectively. is measured
with (25). is the receiver’s equivalent noise temperature,

Fig. 9. DUT measurement model.

which is expressed in terms of -parameters (from [22, eq. (5)])
as

(30)

(31)

The -factor measurement becomes

(32)

If one could assume that the noise source reflection co-
efficient remains the same in the hot and cold states

, (32) would result in the
usual form [23]

(33)

The calibration coefficients and
are computed in the more general case from (32), as detailed in
Appendix A.

B. DUT Noise Parameter Measurement

A two-port noise generating amplifier connected to P1 and P2
(Fig. 9) is modeled in terms of its scattering matrix and gener-
ated noise waves as [19]

(34)

The -matrix is measured using (17).
The DUT noise sources are referenced to the input by the use

of -parameters

(35)

(36)

(37)

and the DUT output noise temperature becomes

(38)
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with and being the source reflection coefficient and
noise temperature at plane P1, respectively. is directly
measured using (23). The DUT equivalent noise temperature

and available gain are computed as

(39)

(40)

(41)

while is directly measured using (24).
The source noise temperature in (38) is computed sim-

ilarly to (27) using the tuner section measured losses from P3 to
P1

(42)

where is the P3–P1 section’s temperature and its available
gain is

(43)

The -factor measurement is given by (32), which is
rewritten using (38) and (41) as

(44)

where

(45)

and is known from the noise receiver calibration.
Equation (44) is used to compute the DUT -parameters, as

shown in Appendix A. The usual noise parameters (minimum
noise temperature , optimum reflection coefficient ,
and noise resistance ) can be computed by the formulas given
in Appendix B.

V. MEASUREMENT RESULTS

We initially checked the scattering parameter capability com-
paring the measured results of the presented system with those
from an independent VNA (HP8510A). Multiline TRL calibra-
tions were performed between planes P1–P2 and P3–P4 and
at the independent VNA. All the connectors were 7-mm con-
nectors, and we used the same standards (APC7 short, 10- and
20-cm airlines) for all calibrations.

The first measured device was a 10-dB APC7 attenuator. The
measurement was made at planes P1–P2 on the proposed test-set
and with the auxiliary VNA. The magnitude and phase differ-
ences of the -parameter are plotted in Fig. 10.

Fig. 10. Measured difference of the 10-dB attenuator’s � parameter.

Fig. 11. Available gain comparison for five different tuner positions. The P3
reflection coefficient used is the measured hot reflection coefficient of the noise
source.

The second measured device was the system’s tuner section
from plane P3 to P1 (Fig. 1). The computed available gain is
reported in Fig. 11 for five different tuner positions.

The biggest differences near 1.5, 3, 4.5, and 6 GHz are due
to the poor phase margin of the standard sequence used in the
multiline TRL calibrations, as at these frequencies the airlines’
phase shifts approach 0 or 180 .

We then checked the noise figure capability by a compar-
ison based on 50- noise-figure measurements of a Mini-Cir-
cuits ZX60-6013E broadband amplifier. The DUT noise pa-
rameters were extracted twice, in two consecutive days, and
the respective 50- noise figures were computed. An indepen-
dent measurement performed with a 50- noise system (Anritsu
MS4623B) was used as reference. In all these measurements,
the noise head was the same (Noise/COM NC346B). The re-
sults are plotted in Fig. 12, showing good agreement.

Finally, the accuracy of the extracted optimum reflection co-
efficient and noise resistance was assessed. We mim-
icked the behavior of a transistor by a cascade made of a manual
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Fig. 12. 50-� noise-figure comparison.

Fig. 13. DUT used in the � and � test.

Fig. 14. Optimum reflection coefficient � versus frequency of the system
in Fig. 13.

passive double-slug tuner fixed to high reflection and the am-
plifier used in the previous test (Fig. 13). The extracted noise
parameters of the amplifier alone, and the measured tuner -pa-
rameters were used in a circuit simulator. The measured noise
parameters of the cascade were then compared with the simu-
lated ones. The results are shown in Figs. 14 and 15, respec-
tively.

Fig. 15. Noise resistance � versus frequency of the system in Fig. 13.

VI. CONCLUSION

We presented an innovative scattering- and noise-parameter
test-set. The system advantage relies on the accurate measure-
ment of the losses between the noise head and the DUT input.
An original multiport calibration scheme was studied to avoid
the use of electromechanical switches along the noise signal
path.

The measurements show the reliability and accuracy of the
presented test-set.

Improvements in accuracy, especially for highly mismatched
devices, are expected by reducing the losses with ultra-low-loss
directional couplers in the test-set [24].

APPENDIX A
NOISE PARAMETER FITTING

Both (32) and (44) can be written in the form

(46)

During the noise receiver calibration (32), the following is
used:
and .

For the DUT measurement (44), the following holds:

and , where is the
DUT -parameter.

is a function of the -parameters as

(47)

(48)
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Thus, a linear system with the -parameters as unknowns is
derived from (46); each system row looks like

(49)

where

(50)

(51)

(52)

(53)

(54)

Typically, an accurate solution is found in the least squares
sense, with the number of tuner positions greater than four.

APPENDIX B
-PARAMETERS TO IEEE NOISE PARAMETERS

The relationships between -parameters and standard IEEE
noise parameters were published in [25], and
are reproduced here for convenience.

The DUT equivalent temperature is expressed as

(55)

where is the source reflection coefficient, ,
with K and being the reference impedance (usually
50 ), and

(56)

(57)

(58)

(59)
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